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Maths 

Please find below your multiplications for the day. 

follow the link  

https://whiterosemaths.com/homelearning/year-6/ 

Click on the video for today (Lesson 1) and follow along, completing the questions when asked. You may want 

to pause the video so that you have time to do this.  

White Rose are now releasing their accompanying worksheets for premium members only. We have 

purchased a premium account as a school so that we can continue to provide the relevant activities to you. A 

PDF document with the activities will be available on the school home learning page rather than by the video 

at White Rose page. Answers can be found at the end of this document.  

Remember that resources and activities are also available at BBC Bitesize. 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/dailylessons.  

 

 

 

 

English 

I’m not sure where most of you are now with regards your portal story. Wooders and Keira have sent me 

theirs.  I am currently working my way through them. If you haven’t finished this, get it done today. Ordinarily 

Monday is reading comp day. I sent out a reading comp on Friday though. Answers below the maths answers. 

 

So today we’ll do what we would normally have done on Friday and that is spelling practice. 

Please find and correct the erroneous spellings in the sentences below. 

 

1. The teacher expected a better explination 

2. The family owned a mischivus puppy. 

3. Bill an Ann found the avarage weight of the potatoes. 

4. “My new TV was a bargin!” exclaimed Paul. 

5. Fatima practised her new signicher. 

6. Mr. Jones couldn’t garantee a place in the play. 

7. Jane was desprete for a holiday in the sun. 

8. “Is this relivent?” asked Mary? 

 

 

 

 

https://whiterosemaths.com/homelearning/year-6/
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/dailylessons
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Challenge 3 

This week you will be completing a photograph art project and entering your efforts into a year 6 class wide 

competition. The prize for the winner will be a boost in self-esteem and the high regard of all your classmates. 

Most of you will have done some perspective drawing with me and got the idea into your head that a 2d image 

can represent things that are further away by making them smaller. This perspective effect and be used in 

photography to create some amusing illusions.   

There will be three categories you can enter and a winning photo picked from each. The first category  is 

where the subject of the photo is interacting with people, like the picture below of the chap blowing his 

friends over. 

The second category will involve the subject interacting with a household object like the chap lifting the huge 

glasses and fellow standing on the huge wine glass. 

The third category will involve the subject interacting with an element of the landscape such as a building, tree 

or fountain like the lady in the photo below. 

Each picture will receive a mark out of ten for each of three different aspects. The aspects are creativity, how 

amusing the photo is and how convincing the forced perspective is (how real it looks). So that is a maximum of 

30 points per picture.  

You have a week to do this so you might as well try to enter every category. I will set a limit of 3 photos per 

category though so you may enter your best nine photos.  

Please email your entries to m.holt@leybournechase.viat.org.uk  

 

mailto:m.holt@leybournechase.viat.org.uk
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11 X 9=  8 X 3=  6 X 2=  7 X 8=  3 X 6=  9 X 4= 

 

8 X 4=  12 X 9=  2 X 8=  3 X 6=  7 X 2=  7 X 9= 

 

8 X 8=  6 X 5=  11 X 7=  7 X 2=  3 X 5=  12 X 7= 

 

7 X 5=  8 X 7=  3 X 9=  4 X 3=  7 X 4=  8 X 8= 

 

9 X 7=  2X 8=   7 X 3=  4 X 7=  8 X 4=  3 X 8= 

 

7 X 12=  4 X 10=  11 X 7=  8 X 4=  3 X 8=  9 X 6= 

 

5 X 3=  4 X 6=  11 X 8=  8 X 8=  8 X6=   4 X 7= 

 

4 X 7=  9 X 3=  12 X 9=  8 X 3=  9 X 10=  9 X 5= 

 

7 X 8=  8 X 12=  4 X 6=  2 X 3=  7 X 5=  9 X 8= 

 

8 X 9=  7 X 9=  7 X 4=  3 X 8=  4 X 9=  2 X 12= 
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Mark schemes 

  

1.       Award 1 mark for correct box ticked. 

New York City was a difficult 

place to grow up. 
  

People in New York didn’t 

approve of strangers diving there. 
  

It was unusual for people to go 

diving in New York City. 
  

There was nowhere to practise 

diving in New York City.  
  

1 mark 

2.       Award 1 mark for correct box ticked. 
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making a joke.                              

offering encouragement.              

expecting David to answer.          

trying to make David angry.           

1 mark 

3.       Award 1 mark for:  

♦        (I was absolutely) mesmerised. 

1 mark 

4.       Award 3 marks for 3 acceptable points or 2 points with one developed. 

Award 2 marks for 2 acceptable points or 1 developed point. 

Award 1 mark for 1 acceptable point. 

Acceptable points:  

♦        He enjoyed Jacques Cousteau’s film (The silent world) / he was 

mesmerised  

♦        The film changed the course of his life  

♦        His knees are trembling when he approached him (which shows he’s 

nervous about meeting his hero)  

♦        The way he addresses Jacques Cousteau Oh Captain Cousteau 

(suggests he is in awe of him / very respectful)  

♦        He tells Jacques Cousteau that he wants to do what he does (I want 

to swim underwater and take pictures). 

Also accept: 

♦        He followed in his footsteps by becoming an underwater 

photographer. 

up to 3 marks 
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5.       Award 1 mark for one of the following:  

♦        His equipment is for children / sounds childish  

♦        His equipment is very basic / simple 

•        Adults wouldn’t wear something made by Frankie the Frogman 

•        His flippers looked like lily pads 

•        He only has a simple yellow face mask and green flippers 

Do not accept: 

♦        Because he was 12 when he learned to dive  

♦        the air tank was heavier than he was. 

1 mark 

6.       Award 1 mark for recognising that diving was a new sport, eg:  

♦        He was one of the early people in the field of diving  

♦        Diving was a very new sport and he was young too.  

♦        it means he was one of the first people to do it. 

Do not accept: 

•        He was first to go diving 

•        It means he was a young explorer 

•        He was first. 

1 mark 

7.       Award 1 mark for one of the following sentences.  

♦        I could escape the rest of the world  

♦        I could escape school or parents or lunch if I didn’t like it  

♦        Being at the bottom of the pool was like being at the bottom of the 

ocean – no one could reach me. 

1 mark 
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8.       Award 1 mark for:  

♦        He used a rubber / waterproof bag. 

Do not accept:  

♦        He put the camera in a bag. 

1 mark 

9.       Award 2 marks for responses which make the comparison between 

photography and making perfume explicit, focussing on the importance of 

the light and smells respectively, eg: 

•        I think he was explaining how perfume-makers are good 

because they know their smells, so to be a good photographer 

you have to understand the effects and the importance of light 

Award 1 mark for a response that refers to either the photographer or the 

perfume maker, eg: 

•        It is important for a photographer to understand light and how it 

can affect the photograph 

•        He used a simile to show that photography is harder than it 

looks - it is not just taking a picture. 

Do not accept: 

•        Light and smell are important ingredients 

2 marks 

10.     Award 2 marks for all correct, 1 mark for at least three correct. 

  

Statement Agree or disagree 

To learn to dive you need the best 

equipment available. 
Disagree 

Photographers are light monkeys. Agree 

Meeting Jacques Cousteau changed 

the course of my life. 
Agree 
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It is really important that your parents 

support your interests. 
Disagree 

up to 2 marks 

11.     Award 1 mark for all events correctly matched. 

Event                                                               David’s age 

  

1 mark 

12.     Award 1 mark for responses which describe his independence and 

determination, eg: 

•        He is very driven 

•        He is someone who doesn't let anything or anyone stop him 

doing what he wants to do. 

Do not accept a paraphrase: It means he just gets on and does things. 

1 mark 

 


